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H. Wiesler and G. Calugareanu j r . l/-Trip(A) , the category whose objects are the (/-triples in a (/-category A , and l/-Alg(A) , the category whose objects are the U-categories of l/-alget>ras over A .
Tn t h i s note, using the notion of l/-limit in the Kelly sense [6] too, we extend in t h i s enriched l/-context a l l the results obtained by Frei.
Preliminaries
We use the notions of symmetric monoidal closed category V and (/-category, in the Ei lenberg-Kel ly sense [ 3 ] . A (/-triple T = {T, n, y) Proof. Using Diagram 1 on page 379, which commutes, since
i s a n e 4 u a l i z e r a n d since < J > is U-natural, one can find U \A V 4>~\[B 6' * 1 b e i n S a n equalizer i t follows that there exists a unique morphism (G<j >) r r M r i . . " so that
, the G<j>' s defining equality taking place also at the underlying l e v e l , i t follows that Gcj > i s a V-functor. Proof. As in [5] . Proof. Using Lemma 1.1, the condition is easily seen to be necessary, 
Being compatible with the forgetful functors, G § i s a morphism in [l/-Alg(A)]°P . Q PROPOSITION 2.2. There is a functor H : [l/-Alg(A)] op * l/-Trip(A) given by H[A ) = T and by H{R) : T ->• T' , a V-natural transformation given in

Now, we show that g equalizes the pair A(2M, 6) .T and A(£, UGL) .
Indeed we have A(l, UG\ K ). A(C, UGL).g = A(C, UGDK).A[l, UGX^ .g = A(C, UGDK).U.a. R =
A{TA, 6 K ).T.U.a K = A[TA, Q K ).T.A(l, UGX^).g = A(l, UGX R ).A{TA, B).T.g ,
and so the above statement follows from the fact that A(l, UGX^) are limits in \J . Hence there exists a unique morphism 
